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Goal

 A see-through display device using single 
line of LED 

 Clear, highly recognizable image

 Fully customizable image

 An algorithm that converts image to the 
actual output

Methodology 
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Spinning LED Display Device Based On POV

Research Challenges

 Proper PCB layout and milling to 
implement the circuit

 Programming and setting up the MCU

 Proper design of the spinning platform 
to spin the system up

 Balancing the spinner to reduce 
vibration at high speed 

 Tuning the refresh frequency of LEDs 
so the image is sharp and steady

 Adaption between the sampling 
algorithm and the hardware

Motivations

 Low cost solution of mixed-reality display

 A design orientated to public space 
demonstration

 Explore new attractive way of commercial 
advertising with reduced energy 
consumption

 Can be implemented to turn usual subway 
tunnel lights into live display screen

 Can be installed on bikes as customizable 
decoration and safety light

Results 

Structural design
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 AutoCAD for designing spinner and foundation

 Altium Designer for designing PCB board for LEDS

 CNC milling to carve the PCB board

 Laser-cut plywood for other parts

 Keil for programming STM32 development board

 A working spinning platform with easy 
installation and acceptable low 
vibration under its working speed

 A STM-32 based system to control the 
timing of turning on/off LEDS

 A C coded program for MCU to
display static and animated images

 A C++ coded program that converts the 
design of pattern in a csv file to the 
actual display

Discussion for Improvement

 An inferred sensor to synchronize the 
spinning speed with the LED 

Multicolor LEDs for richer effect

 A wireless charging solution to power 
the spinner

 Integrate the whole system on a
single PCB

 A smartphone app that connects to the 
device via Bluetooth to do conversion 
and upload image instantly

 A 3-D printed spinner for a more 
compact appearance

 A three-layer spinner to hold MCU 
and LED board

 An adjustable counterweight to fine 
tune the center of mass of the spinner

 A PCB board to install LEDS and 
integrate wires

System Diagram


